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December 28, 2023

VIA EMAIL  

Zachary Garceau 
Department of Health  
3 Capitol Hill 
Providence, RI 02908 
Zachary.garceau@health.ri.gov 

Re: Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Licensing of Nursing Facilities, 216-
RICR-40-10-1 

Dear Mr. Garceau, 

We are writing on behalf of Elmhurst Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center, Lincolnwood 
Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center, Bayview Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center at 
Scalabrini, Heritage Hills Nursing & Rehabilitation Healthcare Center, Morgan Rehabilitation 
Healthcare Center, Riverview Healthcare Community & Rehabilitation Center, Westerly 
Healthcare Center, West View Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Stillwater Skilled Nursing 
Community, Overlook Nursing and Rehabilitation, Sunny View Home, Brentwood Health Center, 
Lakeside Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Berkshire Place Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, 
Dawn Hill Home for Rehab and Healthcare, AdviniaCare Pawtucket Pleasant Rehab Center LLC, 
AdviniaCare Kingston Rehab Center LLC, AdviniaCare Providence Dodge Rehab1 and Health 
Concepts, Ltd. nursing facilities (collectively, the “Facilities”) to provide public comment on the 
proposed amendments to the Licensing of Nursing Facilities (the “Amendment”). The 
Amendment will have devastating consequences for  Rhode Island nursing facilities and their 
residents, including, but not limited to, restricting access to needed capital to provide quality care 
and discouraging quality operators from investing in Rhode Island. We have addressed the 
provisions regarding equity interests and requirement for a change in effective control (“CEC”) 
application for a change in the property owner below. Notably, we are not aware of any other 
state that has similar restrictions on nursing facility owners and operators. 

1 The AdviniaCare entities have filed three Change in Effective Control Applications for the acquisition of Bannister 
Center for Rehabilitation & Health Care, Kingston Center for Rehabilitation & Health Care and Oak Hill 
Rehabilitation & Health Care.  
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Equity Interest Provision 

The amendments requiring maintenance of a certain equity interest is not within the Rhode 
Island Department of Health’s (“RIDOH”) statutory authority and are also not sustainable 
operationally. The Amendment provides:  

The initial contribution of equity, of non-debt funds contributed 
towards capital costs, defined as that initial specific amount, must 
remain free and clear of any repayment or liens against the assets 
of the licensee throughout the period of licensure, including all 
subsequent renewals unless granted a variance by the department. 

See Proposed Amendment at 216-RICR-40-10-1.5(F); see also Section 1.7(C)(discussing that 
maintenance of the equity position will be considered during the CEC process). Equity is defined 
as “non-debt funds contributed towards the capital costs related to the initial establishment and 
licensure of a nursing facility or a change in owner or change in operator of a nursing facility 
which funds are free and clear of any repayment or liens against the assets of the proposed owner 
and/or licensee and that result in a like reduction in the portion of the capital cost that is required 
to be financed or mortgaged.” Id. at Section 1.3(A)(18).  

As an initial matter, requiring an initial contribution of equity to remain “free and clear” 
throughout the period of licensure exceeds RIDOH’s statutory authority. Currently, the CEC 
application form itself describes a policy requiring a 20% equity investment in CEC projects, 
applied as part of the CEC process, not on an ongoing basis. As set forth therein, the equity 
amount is only a policy. There is no statutory authority for the equity policy. Requiring 
maintenance of such equity in a facility also lacks statutory authority. There is neither a statutory 
provision requiring maintenance of such an equity position nor any provision requiring a facility 
to seek a variance from RIDOH to obtain such funding. 

Further, the Amendment is operationally unworkable. First, when receiving an initial mortgage 
or other financing to consummate a transaction, while a facility may only finance 80% of the 
value of the transaction, the financing collateral will cover 100% of the real or personal property 
of the operator (or owner). Financial institutions do not offer financing that will only be secured 
by a percentage of a property. By way of example, when a homeowner purchases a house, while 
they may only have a mortgage on 80% of the value of the home, the mortgage is secured by the 
entire property. Likewise, a security interest in the personal property of the licensed operator, 
including accounts receivable, would not be reduced by the 20% initial equity commitment. 
Accordingly, even from the outset, there will be no assets of the owner or operator that will be 
“free and clear.” 
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Second, all nursing facilities, in order to ensure financial resources for quality care to their 
residents, engage in subsequent financing including, for example, refinancing, working capital 
lines of credit, and other sources of funding. These financings are essential to ensure that the 
facilities are able to have necessary funds to provide quality care. By requiring that the “initial 
contribution of equity . . . remain free and clear” throughout the licensure period, RIDOH is 
depriving these facilities from important sources of funds to continue operations for their 
residents. 

Third, to the extent that this equity provision is requiring an operator to maintain the initial 
equity contribution in a reserve account, i.e., an escrow or other account, nursing facility owners 
and operators would not be able to comply. The initial equity contribution is paid to the seller as 
part of the transaction and, therefore, is no longer in the possession of the owner or operator after 
closing. Requiring that amount to sit in a reserve account would require the owner or operator to 
pay double the equity amount to facilitate a transaction. Similarly, nursing facilities cannot 
afford to have 20% of the value of their facility sit idle. In addition, the value of the facilities 
change over time. Rhode Island nursing facilities need to be able to put their funds to use to 
ensure quality care. 

Finally, the reference to a possible variance does not provide a solution. First, there are no 
defined criteria for such a request. In addition, as RIDOH knows, the timeframe to receive 
approval for CEC approval regularly takes nine months or more. Adding a variance requirement 
for financing would restrict access of the facilities to needed funding due to the prolonged time 
frame for such a review.  

While we recognize that RIDOH seeks to have owners and operators continue to maintain an 
investment in the facilities, requiring this equity position would cripple nursing facilities 
throughout the state and discourage the entry of new quality operators. As RIDOH currently has 
the statutory authority to receive information regarding financing annually under R.I. Gen. Laws 
§ 23-17-4 (and has recently surveyed licensed facilities for such information), the proposed 
limitations on such financing are unnecessary. We respectfully request that RIDOH remove such 
language from the Amendment. 

Change of Property Ownership 

The Amendment also provides that the CEC process applies to a change in real property owner. 
This requirement is also in excess of RIDOH’s statutory authority and will have serious 
consequences for nursing facilities in Rhode Island, including cutting off access to capital and 
stifling the acquisitions of facilities resulting in their closure and displacement for their residents. 

The applicable statutory provisions do not require a license or CEC review for a real property 
owner. RIDOH relies on the following section in requiring CEC review for a change in real 
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property owners: “No person acting severally or jointly with any other person shall establish, 
conduct, or maintain a health-care facility in this state without a license under this chapter.” R.I. 
Gen. Laws § 23-17-4; see also Proposed Amendment at 216-RICR-40-10-1.6(D) (stating that “a 
person that owns real property that is being operated by another person as a nursing facility is 
acting severally or jointly with such other person to conduct or maintain such property as a 
nursing facility”).  

RIDOH’s conclusion is misplaced. The mere fact that a person owns real estate that is sold or 
leased (or subleased) to an operator of a nursing facility, does not and cannot make that person a 
joint and several actor with such operator. It is simply a landlord selling/leasing property to an 
operator who is required to be duly licensed to provide healthcare services. Such a property 
owner may not have control over the use of the property and certainly does not have control over 
the quality of any nursing facility care provided. By way of example, if a person sells/leases 
property to a hospital to provide hospital services, such person does not become an operator of 
hospital services requiring a license. Yet, RIDOH’s conclusory interpretation of “joint and 
several” liability in this case would extend to all types of licensed facilities. Simply put, RIDOH 
is without statutory authority to review the sale or lease of property used by an operator to 
provide healthcare services. 

The requirement to have a change in real property owner reviewed through the CEC process will 
also restrict current owners’ access to capital and discourage the sale of facilities. Current owners 
of nursing facilities often sell all or portions of their interests in real property in order to raise 
needed funds for quality care. Requiring an owner to go through the CEC process would result in 
nearly a year delay in receiving those funds and discourage outside investment due to the lengthy 
regulatory process. Moreover, given that other states do not require a review of the real property 
owner, this requirement will discourage possible owners from acquiring facilities thereby 
resulting in their closure and resident displacement rather than acquisition.  

As noted above, licensed operators are currently required to provide information to RIDOH, 
including identification of any person who owns any interest in the land or building, as well as the 
identity of anyone owning any interest in any mortgage, note, deed or trust or other obligations 
secured in whole or in part by the building in which the facility is located. See R.I. Gen. Laws § 
23-17-65. Accordingly, RIDOH does have statutory authority to request such information. 
However, a requirement for CEC approval is outside RIDOH’s statutory authority, is 
unnecessary, and will have unintended consequences of deterring quality owners and operators 
from investing in Rhode Island. 

Summary 

We hope that these comments are helpful. If the Amendment is adopted, current operators will be 
unable to secure needed financing to continue quality care and quality operators with resources 
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will not invest in Rhode Island. Nursing facilities will be forced to close, displacing residents 
rather than continue care through an acquisition. As a result and most importantly, Rhode Island 
residents in need of quality care nursing home services will suffer. 

As always, thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Patricia K. Rocha 

/s/ Leslie D. Parker 

PATRICIA K. ROCHA 
procha@apslaw.com 
LESLIE D. PARKER 
lparker@apslaw.com  

4894-1350-8759, v. 2
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